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(PST10) Troubleshooting                                          
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A. Control System Wire Connection Block Diagram.  
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 (B). PST10 (LCD) Display Board (9531-101) (Front View).  
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(B-1). PST10 (LCD) Display Board (9531-101)(Back View). 

          

 

 

 

JK3:                             

(1)+.                          

   (2)GND.                     

   (3)CS.                      

   (4)WD.                          

   (5)DATA.                                         

   (6)BACK LIGHT.             
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(C).PST10 Console Keyboard (9531-104) connections (Front View).  

a. Display Diagram: 

            

                          

     b. (Tactile Switch) Testing Procedure: 

        I. Adjust the multi meter to Ohm(Ω) position, connect two probes of multi meter to the soldered points ( as 2.3 in Fig-2)  

of the tactile switch (as in Fig-1 in Fig-A).  

It is open circuit as OL if not press the button and it is short circuit if press the button.    

→If not match as the above, need to replace switch button or console board (PCB).  

 II. Check the plastic cover of the console: if the plastic shrapnel of the button is broken or damage.   
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(C-1). PST10 Console Keyboard (9531-104) (Front View).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

JK1:                             

(1)RPM.                          

   (2)CONNECT. (PCB Board to MCB). 

   (3)SPM.  (Pace/Min).                    

   (4)GND.                          

   (5)4.5V.                                         

JK7:                             

(1)+.                          

   (2)GND.                     

   (3)CS.                      

   (4)WR.                          

   (5)DATA.                                         

   (6)BACK LIGHT.             
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D. PC Cable Testing: Cable (9542-192)( Lower Segment)/(9542-191)( Upper Segment) 

a. Display Diagram:  

                        

            (Lower Segment: 9542-192)                 (Upper Segment: 9542-191) 

                       

         

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

b. Testing Procedure: 

Ⅰ. Check both PC cables plug properly. 

( Lower Segment : 9542-192) 

A:HOLE                                                   B:HOLE             

1                     BLACK 1 BLACK 

2                           BROWN 2 BROWN 

3                                RED 3 RED 

4                     ORANGE 4 ORANGE 

5               YELLOW 5 YELLOW 

( Upper Segment : 9542-191) 

C:HOLE                                                   D:HOLE             

1                     BLACK                  1      BLACK         

2                           BROWN                 2                  BROWN          

3                                RED                  3               RED             

4                      ORANGE                   4         ORANGE                   

5               YELLOW                   5             YELLOW                   
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Ⅱ. Connect Lower Segment and Upper Segment wires. 

Ⅲ.Set multimeter to Ohm mode, and place probes to both side A and D black wire. It should be short circuit. Do the 

same thing to the light green wire. The result should also indicate the short circuit. 

Ⅴ. If the testing result is open circuit, the PC cable needs to be replaced. 
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   D-1. Display Cable (9542-193) Testing:  

a. Display Diagram:   

             

 

b. Testing Procedure: 

Ⅰ. Check both PC cables plug properly. 

Ⅱ. Set multimeter to Ohm mode, and place probes to both side A and B black wire. It should be short circuit. Do the 

same thing to the light green wire. The result should also indicate the short circuit. 

Ⅲ. If the testing result is open circuit, the PC cable needs to be replaced. 

 

 

A:HOLE                                                   B:HOLE             

1                     BLACK                 1      BLACK                 

2                           BROWN or 

BLUE                  

2            BROWN or 

BLUE                

3                                RED                  3        RED(紅)                    

4                     ORANGE or 

WHITE              

4        ORANGE or 

WHITE              

5                 YELLOW                   5            YELLOW                   

6                 GREEN                                      6                     GREEN                                   
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 (E). Lower Board (MCB) Parts Placement (9521-007).  

 

         
 

 

 

 

 

JK2(PANEL)                            

(1)RPM.                          

   (2)CONNECT.                     

   (3)SPM.                      

   (4)GND.                          

   (5)4.5V.                                         
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 F. Parts Inspection and Testing:  

1. (MAGNET-SWITCH)(9545-006) / ( SPEED SENSOR) Inspection: 

a. Display Diagram:   

 

 

   b. Testing Procedure: 

I. Set multimeter to Ohm mode, place to probes on terminal of magnetic switch. 

II. SPEED SENSOR: Place a magnet near the SPEED SENSOR (as above pic) ,  multimeter reading will show 

value 0 Ohm ; After removing safety key, multimeter should not display any value. 

III. If testing result does not matchⅡ , the magnetic switch need to be replaced. 
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  2. Testing on inner magnetic gear (9813-038)  

     a. Display Diagram:  

     

      (圖一)              (圖二)   

   b. Testing Procedure: 

     1. Inspect the outlook whether it is in good condition.  

     2. (2.1) Turn the multi groove wheel clockwise that drive the flywheel. (2.2) Turn the multi groove wheel clockwise in idle 

        as Fig-1.  

     3. Flywheel- from point A adjust the groove till point B to install the cable and tighten up the cable gradually from point B  

as shown in Fig-2. 

      (3.1)There is variation of resistance when turning on the flywheel.   (3.2) There is no noise when flywheel is turning on.   

    4. Please replace the flywheel if the testing result is not congruent with the above.  
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3. Cable Reel (9510-089).  

   a. Display Diagram:  

             

(Fig-1)                                            (Table-1). 

b. Testing Procedure: 

        I. Set multimeter to (Ω) Ohm mode，and connect the probes to the terminals of Cable Reel, (as Fig-1) that correspond to 

the connection cable of MCB (orange, yellow) to measure the coil (resistance) figure, (as in Table-1). 

 

 

       II. If no measuring figure showed or differences of Ohm value is ±2Ω (as in Table-1), please check the coil of generator 

or have a new replacement.  

 

 

 

CONNECTOR                                                   

                            

項目  Line(Colour)     Ω  Mark          

1                     BLACK(黑)          

Adjuster           2                           BROWN(棕)      

3                                RED(紅)               

4                     ORANGE(橙)   2.5   DC Motor         

5               YELLOW(黃)         
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4. Generator (9548-008).  

   a. Display Diagram:      

  
(Fig-1)                                       (Table -1) 

 

b. Testing Procedure: 

        I. Set multimeter to (Ω) Ohm mode，and connect the probes to the terminals of generator, (as Fig-1) and the coil 

(resistance) figures, (as in Table 1). 

 

        II. If no measuring figure showed or differences of Ohm value is ±3Ω (as in Table- 1), please check the coil of 

generator or have a new replacement.  

 

 

 

(Line-RESISTANCE) 

Measurement 

 

(Line-PIN)  U-V U-W V-W 

Resistance(Ω ) 11 11 11 
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5. Parts Assembly Note:  

             

    [Mark: 1. Note of Ribbon and One Way Bearing Assembly directions. 

                            2.9630-272 : Place double sided tape at the inner side of the woven belt.] 
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6. How to check console not working? 

1. Inspect: (new machine) cables (plug) are well installed (pic 1). 

 

2. Open plastic cover of console , screw off as per pic 2. 

 

3. Check whether power is supplied to the console by the cable: 

(1) Adjust multimeter DC V. 

(2) Unplug the cable (JK1) that connect on the keyboard of console (pic 3). Put test bars of multimeter on pin holes no. 

4(brown) and 5(green or black) of the cable terminal to test (pic 3-1). 

(3) When continuously pedaling (pic 4), check:  

(3.1) MCB provides around DC 4.5V to console via cable. 

(3.2) Unplug the cable (JK3) that connect to the display of console (pic 5), put test bars of multimeter on pin holes no. 1 

(red or black) and 2 (brown or white) of the cable terminal to test. 

(3.3)Key board will supply power around DC 4.5V to the display (pic 5)  

          →If there is power DC 4.5V but console not working, console is malfunction. 

 

4. Inspect whether battery on console provide power to key board: 

(4.1) Open the cover of the battery on console (pic 2). 

(4.2)Check if battery is in good condition and check if well installed in the compartment. 

(4.3)Check if cable connect from battery compartment to the key board is well plugged on the key board: 

(4.3-1)Adjust multimeter to DC V. 

(4.3-2)Unplug the (BAT) cable (JK2) that connect to the key board (pic 3), test bar to test the PIN hole of terminal is  

around DC 4.5V . 
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    (pic 1)                 (pic 2)               (pic 3)                   

      

          

        (pic 4)                    (pic 5)                            (pic 6)   

 


